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Inflatable Boat Cover Manual 

 
 

Congratulations on your purchase of the Seamax Boat Cover, One of the best methods of protecting your 
inflatable boat from elements is with a well-designed and good quality cover. Covering the boat from sun 
damage and oxidation prevents dirt from setting on the interior and exterior and keeps moisture from 
causing mildew or rot to the surfaces. A nice boat cover is always a wise investment. Please take a few 
moments to read these instructions to become familiar with its using. 

 
 

Important Safety Instructions 
 
To guard against injury, basic safety precautions should be observed: 
 
1. This boat cover is NOT intended to be used as a travel cover. It is intended use is to protect your boat 

from the elements. 
2. Tie down cords or straps are not included with the package. Be sure to use, tighten and secure all 

straps and hooks when transporting your boat on a trailer or open vehicle. Failure to do this may cause 
the cover to blow off, become damaged or cause injury to others. Our product warranty does not cover 
any kind of loss or liability in such a situation. 

3. Only use soapy water or fresh water to wash the cover. The manufacturer is not responsible for 
damage caused as a result of improper use or failure to observe these instructions. 

4. Keep the product out of the reach of children. There may be a risk of small children choking or 
suffocating if they become entangled in the cover. Please SAVE this instruction manual. 
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Cover’s Fabric 
 
The Seamax boat cover uses Polyurethane coated PU (Polyurethane Coating); the PU layer is on one side 
of the fabric. This kind of fabric has high strength, durability, water resistant, UV protection, high 
breathability and good in almost any climate. Year-round weather conditions and usage are important to 
selecting the right boat cover and its fabric. The right choice can mean the difference between a boat 
covered in mildew and one that is just the way you left it every time and go back.   
 
 

 

 
 
 

Specifications of Standard Fabric Grade F1  ( Poor=1 ; Best=5) 

Fabric Weight 260g/SQM UV Resistance 4 

Fabric Density 600 Dtex Breath ability 4 
Water Resistance 4 Colorfastness 3 
Mildew Resistance 4 Climates - Hot 4 
Tensile Strength 4 Climates - Cool 5 
Tear Strength 4 

 

Warranty 2 years 
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Models of Boat Cover 
 
5 SERIES & 22 MODELS: Seamax inflatable boat covers have 5 series. Each series includes a couple of 
sizes for different tube styles. Those sizes should be the same width. Read the “Model List” below to all 
our cover sizes. The bow style will not affect the cover size in most cases. 
 
UNIVERSAL COVER: No matter which brand of boat you have, even if it is a RIB with a console, our 
universal cover should fit as long as your inflatable boat has a built-in transom. If you don't see a listing 
for your boat's measurements, please contact the seller. 
 
MOTOR WELL DESIGN: Our boat cover should be able to cover your boat and the motor. 
 

Models & Dimensions 
 

A Series – for Boat’s Beam Width Range  4.3  to 4.6 feet
 

Model & Max Length:
 

A210  – 6.9ft
 

A240 – 7.9ft
 

A265 – 8.7ft
 

B Series - for Boat’s Beam Width Range  4.7 to 5.2 feet
 

Model & Max Length:
 

B255 – 8.3ft
 

B270 – 9.0ft
 

B295 – 9.7ft
 

B320 – 10.5ft
 

B350 – 11.5ft
 

C Series - for Boat’s Beam Width Range  5.3 to 5.7 feet
 

Model & Max Length:
 

C300 – 9.9ft
 

C330 – 10.8ft
 

C360 – 11.8ft
 

C390 – 12.8ft
 

C420 – 13.8ft
 

D Series - for Boat’s Beam Width Range  5.8 to 6.4 feet
 

Model & Max Length:
 

D370 – 12.2ft
 

D400 – 13.1ft
 

D430 – 14ft
 

D470 – 15.4ft
 

D500 – 16.5ft
 

E Series - for Boat’s Beam Width Range  6.6 to 7.2 feet
 

Model & Max Length:
 

E460 – 15ft
 

E500 – 16.5ft
 

E550 – 18ft
 

E600 – 19.7ft
 

 

 

• Selecting the proper boat cover size involves just a few key pieces of information and steps. 
Please follow the instruction of next page to ensure you choose the right cover for your 
inflatable boat. 
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How to Select Your Size 
1. Identify your boat type, make or model. Measure the boat (length and width). To ensure you have the 

right measurements, be sure to measure your boat as opposed to relying on manuals or other literature.  

 

a. Max Length—measure from the tip of the bow to the end of the cone 
b. Beam Width—measure the widest point of the hull from pontoon edges. 

2. After the boat length and beam width have been determined, you should have some additional infor-
mation for picking the right cover for your inflatable boat. Cone style and having a centre console op-
tion will also have to be considered when selecting your boat cover.  
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2. The most popular cone style is the 90 Degree Pointed Cone. Our boat cover design is based on this 
cone standard. Our boat cover will also fit many other inflatable boats. Please see our “Boat Style In-
struction Photo” for finding the right size for your boat.   

3. Additional of Boat Dimensions Measurement. (See Photo: Important – Boat Style Instruction) 

• Measure in a straight line (down the center of the boat), Factor in the dimensions of any additional fea-
tures that will affect the cover such as a trolling motor, center console, jack plate or aftermarket pulpit 
or anchor davit that is not listed in this manual. Please allow a few inches of additional length to fit 
that equipment when picking the cover. 

• If you have a swim step, measure next from the tip of the bow to the back center of your swim plat-
form. This is in addition to the first centerline length because some covers will fit a step and others 
will not so you will want to have both measurements to ensure the right selection. 

Boat Cover Quick Selecting Guide 
ACHILLES LT: LT2-A265   LT4-B295  
ACHILLES LS-RU: LS2-A240   LS4-B270  
ACHILLES LEX (WOOD FLOOR): LEX77-B255   LEX88-B270   LEX96-B295  
ACHILLES LSR (ALUMINUM FLOOR): LSR290-B320   LSR310-B350  
ACHILLES LSI (AIR FLOOR): LSI230-B255   LSI260-B295   LSI290-B320   LSI310-B350   LSI335-C360   LSI365-C420  
ACHILLES SPD: SPD290-B320   SPD310-B350   SPD335-C390   SPD365-C420  
ACHILLES RIGID HB-FX: 270FX-B295   300FX-C330  
ACHILLES RIGID HB-LX: 240LX-B255   280LX-C300   315LX-C360   350LX-D400  
ACHILLES RIGID HB-DX WITH SEAT & CONSOLE: HB280DX-C330   HB315DX-C390   HB350DX-D430  
ACHILLES FOLDABLE: SG124-C390   SG140-D430   SG156-D500  
ACHILLES FOLDABLE: SU14-D430   SU16-E500   SU18-E600  
  
MERCURY DINGHY: 200-A210   240-A240   270-A265  
MERCURY ROLL UP: 240-B270  
MERCURY SPORT & ADVENTURE SPORT: 240-B270   270-B290   310-B320   340-B350  
MERCURY AIR DECK (PVC/HP): 240-B270   270-B290   310-B320   340-B350  
MERCURY DYNAMIC (PVC/HP): RIB260-B295   RIB280-B320   RIB310-B350  
MERCURY RUNNER (PVC/HP): 300-C330   350-D400   430-D470  
MERCURY HEAVY DUTY (PVC/HP): 380-D430   430-D4500  
MERCURY AMANZI: 350-D430   400-E460  
  
SEAMAX AIR: 230-A240   270-B270   320-B320  
SEAMAX HD: 330-B350   360-C390   380-C420   430-D470   470-D500  
SEAMAX OCEAN: 290-B295   320-B320   380-C390   430-D430  
SEAMAX OCEAN-T: 380T-C390   430T-C430   470T-C470   500T-E500   530T-E550 
SEAMAX SPORT/EMARINE: 240-B240   270-B270   305-B320   365-C360   420-D430  
SEAMAX SR RIB: 280-C300   330-C330  
   
ZODIAC PROJET: 350TC4-D400   420TC4-D430  
ZODIAC YACHTLINE DELUXE: YL340DL-C390   YL380DL-C420   YL420DL-D500   YL470DL-E550   YL530DL-E600  
ZODIAC CADET: RIB220-B255   RIB260-C300   RIB310-C360   RIB340-D400  
ZODIAC COMPACT: COMPACT250-C300   COMPACT300-C330  
ZODIAC CADET FASTROLLER ACTI-V: FR285-C330   FR325-C360   FR360-C390  
ZODIAC CADET ROLL UP: 200-B255   240-V270   260-B295  
ZODIAC CADET SOLID: 260S-C300   285S-C330   310S-C360   340S-D400  
ZODIAC CADET AIRLITE: 240-B270   260-C300  
ZODIAC ZOOM: 230-A265    260AERO-B295   260S-B295   310S-B350   350S-C420 
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Putting On 
 
STEP 1-2: Locate the boat cover logo and start putting on the cover over the bow. Start unrolling the 
cover towards the back of the boat and attach the back of the cover over the ends of the pontoons. Now 
pull the cover over the sides of the pontoons.  
  

 
 
STEP 3-4: Pull the Elastic String to cover the cone. If you have a motor, you can put the cover over the 
motor and then to the other side. 
 

 
 
STEP 5-6: Adjust the cover by pulling the cover tight to eliminate sagging areas; Adjust the elastic string 
to get it snug. Always tie boat covers down securely. Avoid allowing water or snow from collecting on 
your cover.  
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Cleaning & Care 

Cleaning & Storing 

1. Spray down your boat cover with lukewarm water using the nozzle on your garden hose. While the 
cover is on top of your boat, start at the top and move left to right down the right side. Then repeat on 
the left. This step should help get rid of the salt or dirt if your boat is exposed to salt water. 
 

2. Take the cover off your boat and lay it open on the ground with the side that's normally exposed to the 
air face up. Brush the cover with your push broom, starting at the left edge and moving to the right 
edge. This will remove any remaining large debris. You may need someone to stand on one edge of the 
cover so it doesn't roll up when you try to brush it. 
 

3. Fill your bucket to the halfway point with water and pour in a quarter cup of a gentle soap. Do not use 
a detergent, since it can damage your cover's waterproofing. Stir the solution and dip your sponge in it. 
Use the sponge to dab any areas of your cover that are stained. Let it stand for 10 minutes. 
 

4. Scrub your cover with your scrub brush using a circular motion until all of the stains are removed. If it 
takes you longer than a half hour, switch from your gentle soap to color-safe bleach, using the same 
measurements as before. 
 

5. Rinse your boat cover with the hose using the method in Step 1. Let it air dry. If you have any spots on 
the inside of your cover, flip it over and repeat Steps 1 through 4 to get them off. Do a final rinse. Then 
let the cover air dry by laying it flat or hanging it over a clothesline. 
 

6. Do NOT put your boat cover in a washing machine or dryer.   
 

7. Store the boat cover in a bag in a clean, dry place. Ensure the cover is completely dry before storing. 

Supports 
 
We suggest you remove the cover by folding it to the centre from both sides and rolling the cover from 
back to front. This may make it easier to repeat the same steps when covering your boat again. (Allow the 
cover to dry completely before folding for storage) 
 
Our boat covers will fit Seamax inflatable boats. And they are also suitable for all major brand names 
including: Achilles, Avon, Maxxon, Mercury, Zodiac, etc. We provide an extra large carrying bag for 
your boat cover for storage on selected models. 
 
If you are putting your boat & cover on a road trailer, please always use heavy-duty tie down straps (Not 
included with cover). After driving a short distance and before go on the highway/freeway, stop and check 
to make sure the boat and cover are secure. Continuing to check the boat and cover frequently along the 
way is advised.  
 
The boat cover support system & tie downs are inexpensive and simple accessories that lengthen the life 
of your cover. Extra fittings include support poles & straps. (Tie down accessories & support system is not 
included in the standard package). 
 
NOTE:  
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Please take extra care when trying your new boat cover on for the first time. You can return the boat cover 
if you get the wrong size. If you must return your boat cover, it must be in the original packaging and in 
brand new condition. It must also be shipped prepaid.  
 
The logo on the cover is located on the bow. We have a special design to make this cover fit your 
inflatable boat and motor. The cover fabric has been coated on one side with a PU layer that is water 
repellent. 

Mildew Problems 

Mildew growth on your boat can be damaging, frustrating and hazardous to your health. You can prevent 
mildew growth by selecting the right boat cover fabric for your climate using a vented support pole to 
ensure maximum breath ability and by using a boat dryer and or dehumidifier to reduce humidity under 
the cover. If you do end up with mildew growth on your boat cover, follow these steps to eliminate it: 

1. Mix 1 cup of vinegar, 1 cup of borax powder, and 2 cups of warm water in bucket or sprayer 
2. Apply the mixture to mildew spots and let set for no more than 10 minutes 
3. For troublesome spots, use a soft bristle brush and scrub 
4. Rinse well and allow boat cover to dry thoroughly (never use a dryer) 

Warranty Policy 
Finally, quality boat covers at a price that makes sense. We should have one or more boat covers that will 
satisfy your needs. In the meantime, we provide a 2 year limited warranty for the cover. It covers the 
Fabric structure, sewing lines, tie down string and elastic string. 

We guarantee your purchase is brand new. Factory also inspects all shipments to try and make sure there 
are no missing parts and everything is in new condition. If you find any shipping damage, please contact 
us with a detailed picture (damaged item and package box) as soon as possible.  

We will pay for the 2 way shipping within 30 days of purchase if the purchased item(s) have defects. 
Customer will pay for the 2 way shipping fee after 90 days when warranty service is required.  If you 
order your boat cover in the wrong size by mistake, you can send it back within 30 days of purchase and 
additional shipping fee will be applied. 

 
 

 
Distributor: Seamax Marine and Outdoor 

120-11791 Machrina Way, Richmond, BC, Canada V7A 4V3 
Toll free: 1-877-907-7766 Tel: 604-277-7766 

Service & Warranty Return Address: Same as Above 


